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Abstract
Background: A central task in contemporary biosciences is the identification of biological
processes showing response in genome-wide differential gene expression experiments. Two types
of analysis are common. Either, one generates an ordered list based on the differential expression
values of the probed genes and examines the tail areas of the list for over-representation of various
functional classes. Alternatively, one monitors the average differential expression level of genes
belonging to a given functional class. So far these two types of method have not been combined.
Results: We introduce a scoring function, Gene Set Z-score (GSZ), for the analysis of functional
class over-representation that combines two previous analysis methods. GSZ encompasses
popular functions such as correlation, hypergeometric test, Max-Mean and Random Sets as limiting
cases. GSZ is stable against changes in class size as well as across different positions of the analysed
gene list in tests with randomized data. GSZ shows the best overall performance in a detailed
comparison to popular functions using artificial data. Likewise, GSZ stands out in a cross-validation
of methods using split real data. A comparison of empirical p-values further shows a strong
difference in favour of GSZ, which clearly reports better p-values for top classes than the other
methods. Furthermore, GSZ detects relevant biological themes that are missed by the other
methods. These observations also hold when comparing GSZ with popular program packages.
Conclusion: GSZ and improved versions of earlier methods are a useful contribution to the
analysis of differential gene expression. The methods and supplementary material are available from
the website http://ekhidna.biocenter.helsinki.fi/users/petri/public/GSZ/GSZscore.html.
Background
The analysis of differential gene expression between two
sample types, such as pathological and healthy tissues, is
one of the cornerstones of the modern biomedical sci-
ence. Here typically the up or down-regulation of each
gene in the pathological samples is measured. The
obtained expression data can be considered as Ordered
Gene List, OGL, by sorting it according to gene regulation.
The upper end of the OGL represents the strongest up-reg-
ulation and the lower end the strongest down-regulation
in the pathological sample. The middle area of the list rep-
resents genes with insignificant regulation. Similar gene
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like sequence similarity searches, high throughput screen-
ing of gene knock-outs, or protein expression arrays.
Originally, the analysis of differential expression focused
on the few genes with the most extreme up or down regu-
lation between the samples. This is sensitive to potential
measurement errors, and prone to produce false positive
findings, such as genes reacting to any sample handling.
Furthermore, it cannot detect biological processes show-
ing consistent but weak regulation between the two data-
sets. A central improvement was to carry out the analysis
using pre-defined gene classes or gene sets, such as func-
tional classifications [1-3]. The pre-defined gene classes
usually show more stable behaviour as a group than at the
single gene level, and classes also simplify the biological
analysis [4,5]. Functional classes are typically used to
study a subset of the genes, like the ones whose expression
exceeds a pre-defined threshold. This subset is usually
analyzed for over-represented functional classes, using
Fisher's exact test. Currently several web tools, such as
DAVID [6], implement over-representation analysis.
Although the utilization of the gene annotation classes
moves the focus away from the actual single gene level to
the more robust biological process level, it is strongly
dependent on the definition of the used threshold. This
has motivated many authors to propose threshold free
gene set analysis methods (also called as Gene Set Enrich-
ment Analysis [5] and Threshold free ontological analysis
[7]). These methods monitor differential gene expression
at the class level. They can be roughly divided into two cat-
egories: Signal summary methods take the whole gene list
into account and calculate a mean or median based score
for all the member genes of the class [8,9]. Ranked list
based methods [5,10,11] analyze over-representation of the
gene class by going through the whole OGL and test every
possible position for the threshold. Usually the threshold
with the strongest score is selected. The Kolmogorov-
Smirnov score (KS) [5] and the hypergeometric p-value
[11,12] represent two popular test scores for this analysis.
The latter, hence called here iGA (iterative Group Analysis,
as in [11]) represents a simple extension of the standard
threshold based analysis. We refer to these functions, used
to monitor differential gene expression at class level, as
class level scoring functions.
Both types of methods have different drawbacks. Signal
summary scoring functions assume that the whole gene
set will show homogeneous behaviour. This is violated,
for instance, when the gene set constitutes a pathway with
genes repressing and inducing the amount of end-result,
or when the gene set includes a significant amount of
genes misclassified as members of the functional class. On
the other hand, the ranked list based methods omit the
score associated with each gene, and consider the step
between consecutive genes always constant. Yet, in the
real datasets one can see very drastic regulation at the tails
of the gene list with clear differences between genes and
small differences in the middle region with more or less
random gene ordering. Indeed, one of the ranked list sta-
tistics has been criticized for being too sensitive to the sig-
nals in the central area of the gene list [13].
Here, we propose an improvement that avoids these prob-
lems by merging the two method groups. The main prin-
ciple is to apply a statistic that is based on under or over-
representation and to analyze the whole list for the strong-
est signal. The difference to standard ranked list methods
is that the actual scores for the differential expression,
assigned to each gene, are taken into account. A similar
idea has already been presented [13], but the unique fea-
ture here is the derivation of the mean and the standard
deviation of the score, allowing direct normalization as a
Z-score (Gene Set Z-score, GSZ-score). As a result, the reg-
ularized version of the GSZ-score shows very stable behav-
iour, especially when compared to the similar earlier
method [13]. GSZ-score can be linked with two standard
test scores, the hypergeometric test and correlation
between the gene set labels and the expression scores, and
with two recent scoring functions, Random Sets by New-
ton et al. [14] and max-mean used by Gene Set Analysis
[15]. Thus GSZ-score represents a novel unification
between these different relevant scoring functions. It
allows monitoring over and under-representation of the
gene class within the subset of the gene list and also con-
sistent shift of the gene class as a whole. The regularized
version of the obtained GSZ-score is stable across different
threshold positions in the gene list and across the differ-
ent GO class sizes. To our knowledge, this is the first pub-
lication to analyze these stabilities. Furthermore, we
present extreme value distribution (EVD) as an asymp-
totic distribution for GSZ-score p-value calculation. The
presented method and test datasets are available from our
web site http://ekhidna.biocenter.helsinki.fi/users/petri/
public/GSZ/GSZscore.html.
We comprehensively evaluate the performance of GSZ-
score and various other frequently used class level scoring
functions. We focus our testing on class level scoring func-
tions, by keeping everything else in the analysis pipeline
identical. This ensures that the observed differences come
from the evaluated functions. The same cannot be guaran-
teed when comparing software packages. Similar modular
analysis of gene set analysis methods was recently recom-
mended elsewhere [16]. We first test class scoring func-
tions with artificial datasets. Differently from earlier
similar work [7,10], we tested scoring functions with
classes showing up-regulation and also with classes show-
ing simultaneous up- and down-regulation. GSZ-scorePage 2 of 27
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tion, we show optimal regions from the artificial signals
for different scoring functions. Here, GSZ-score has a
good performance with signal types that were considered
important in earlier publications [5,7].
Next, we do repetitive testing of class scoring functions on
real data set. As the correct positive and negative classes
are not known in real data, we used the evaluated func-
tions to predict them. We used Cross validation style evalu-
ation, where data was split to halves, with the first half
used to predict the positive and negative classes and the
other half used to test the competing methods. Test situa-
tion was replicated by (i) using each function itself to
select the positive classes from the other half and (ii) by
combining the results of all the methods from the other
half and using this same set for all methods. Both tests
were repeated with different number of positive classes. In
addition, we further confirm our results by monitoring
the correlation between the test and control results. GSZ
constantly shows the best performance over different test
situations, whereas the performance of other functions
varies between the test situations.
We further evaluate the analyzed class scoring functions
by generating large set of randomizations. Two very differ-
ent datasets were used here. We monitored the magnitude
of different empirical p-values, in order to see the risk of
potential false positive findings for each function. Results
showed the best performance for GSZ with small differ-
ence on one dataset and with very clear difference on the
other dataset. We point out that all the observed differ-
ences in numerical data evaluations resulted from the
class scoring functions, establishing GSZ-score as out-
standing in this group. In addition, real data analysis
shows weak performance by some of the popular scoring
functions. This is, to our knowledge, one of the most
detailed numerical evaluations of class scoring functions
on real datasets.
We also carried out a detailed biological evaluation of
scoring functions. This was done by ordering GO classes
with empirical p-values and monitoring top GO classes.
Next, we defined biologically relevant classes for both
datasets and analyzed how different methods were able to
find them. GSZ-score clearly shows outstanding perform-
ance in finding the important biological themes on both
datasets. Again some of the competing scoring functions
evidently show weak performance on one or both of the
datasets. Results were further analyzed by monitoring GO
classes with largest pairwise difference between the GSZ-
score and competing scoring function. Classes where GSZ-
score outperformed others showed stronger differences in
p-values and were clearly linked to the research setup.
We also performed a comparison with some of the most
widely used software packages in this research topic. This
analysis is more difficult to evaluate due to the other
potential sources of differences between software pack-
ages. However, this ensures that we evaluate the state of
the art implementations of class scoring functions. We
concentrate here on the evaluation of the reported list of
GO classes, and mostly omit the reported p-values. GSZ
again showed best performance on two tested datasets,
when evaluated with biologically relevant classes.
Results
A typical pipeline for gene set analysis starts by looking at
the differences in the gene's behaviour in the two datasets,
like in treatment and control. This can be done, for exam-
ple, by calculating a score based on the difference between
the mean expression values, like t-test score, with standard
t-test or its variations [17,18]. We call these primary tasks
differential expression tests and their scores as differential
expression test scores for clarity. The obtained gene list is
then sorted using the selected score. In the next step, gene
classes, one at the time, are taken to the analysis and the
gene list is analyzed using either rank based methods or
signal summary methods. We call these tests class scoring
functions and their results class expression scores. Our aim is
to improve the existing class scoring functions. For more
information on this topic see earlier publications
[5,10,11,13].
Novel Gene Set Z-score
We start with a ranked list based analysis, where a thresh-
old is placed repetitively in between every consecutive pair
of genes in the ordered list. The obtained subset is then
used to calculate a selected statistical score. This test score
can be a difference between two empirical cumulative dis-
tributions like in Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics [5] or a
log(p-value) calculated from Hypergeometric distribution
(iGA, [11]) among others.
We propose to improve these tests by taking the differen-
tial expression scores into account. Let M denote the total
number of genes, and let Xi, i = 1,..., M, denote the differ-
ential expression test score for the ith gene. Furthermore,
let SN be a subset of N genes from the upper end of the
OGL (i.e. N genes with the highest differential expression
test score values Xi). We use a simple function:
This denotes a difference between the sums of scores for
members (positive gene group, pos) and non-members of
a gene class (negative gene group, neg), among the N
Diff X XN i
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i
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This will then be calculated separately with each threshold
position N, and analogously for the lower part of the
OGL. To simplify the notation, the subset SN will be kept
implicit in our notation by dropping the subscript N in
the sequel. A similar but more complex idea has been pro-
posed in the article that motivated this research [13] (see
also Methods in supplementary text S1 [additional file
1]). However, we decided to use the simpler equation as:
• Z-score normalization is easier to perform for the
plain difference.
• The obtained Gene Set Z-score (GSZ-score) includes
other popular methods as limiting cases (discussed
below).
• The resulting score is only affected by differential
expression test score values within the selected subset,
whereas in the equation in [13], the whole distribu-
tion of class member gene scores affects the weighting
of the class members. Our idea should therefore, in
principle, be more efficient in observing simultaneous
up and down-regulation.
• As a more theoretical benefit, the obtained GSZ-
score treats both class members and class non-mem-
bers similarly. So the results stay identical if we flip the
class member and class non-member classifications.
The selection of the starting equation 1 is still somewhat
an open issue and our main emphasis is rather on the Z-
score normalization for gene set presented later. The sim-
ilarities with other class scoring functions are discussed
more in detail in the supplementary text S2 [see addi-
tional file 2], where we show that GSZ-score links together
Random Sets scoring function [14], max-mean for Gene
Set Analysis [15], hypergeometric Z-score and correlation
between the class labels and the gene expression scores.
The raw difference is an unusable statistic due to the
biases caused by different sizes of classes, different sizes of
subsets, and different variances of the scores in different
subsets. However, these can be corrected by calculating
estimates for the expected value (mean, E(Diff)) and vari-
ance (D2(Diff)) for the eq. 1 under the null hypothesis,
that the class members and non-members are distributed
randomly across the list. This allows us to use a Z-score
normalization with equation:
where E(Diff) = 2E(X)E(N) - ME(X) and
where N is the number of positive genes in the subset, M
is the size of the subset, E(N) is the mean and D2(N) is the
variance of the hypergeometric distribution of the
number of positive genes N for the analyzed subset. D2(X)
and E(X) are the variance and the mean of the differential
expression test scores for the subset. The derivation of
E(Diff) and D2(Diff) is shown in Methods. As a further
improvement to our GSZ-score we consider a regularized
version:
This is otherwise similar to eq. (2) but we add a prior vari-
ance k to the variance estimate inside the square root. This
was done due to the too unstable behaviour with small
subsets (see supplementary text S1, [additional file 1]).
The regularization represented here should not be mixed
to normalization that is performed later with the rand-
omizations. Note that prior variance is regularly used with
t-test in the gene expression data analysis [17,18]. Supple-
mentary text S1 [additional file 1] shows that the regular-
ized version has a more stable behaviour. We have used
two rules for defining the prior variance k: We take the
median of the variance estimates, obtained with the ana-
lyzed class across the whole gene list, and multiply it with
a weight, w2 (0 ≤ w2 ≤ 1). We also take the median of the
variance estimates, obtained with the class of size 10
across the whole gene list, and multiply it with a weight,
w1 (0 ≤ w1 ≤ 1). Next the weighted variance medians are
summed to obtain a value for k. Class size of 10 is used
here as a reference class size, penalizing especially classes
smaller than 10. This class size selection is 'ad hoc', but it
has performed well in our analysis. We tested 12 different
combinations for these two weights, with artificial data,
and selected the best performing parameter values for real
dataset analysis. The calculated GSZ-scores form a profile
of score values over the OGL obtained from each cut-off
position, including also the values corresponding to the
whole gene list as a subset. From the obtained scores we
select the maximum value similarly to earlier works
[5,11,13]. Other options are stated in discussion.
Stability of various class scoring functions with row and 
column randomizations
First we tested the stability of various class scoring func-
tions with randomized real datasets. The tested scoring
functions in the results are: GSZ-score, standard and mod-
Z
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threshold free implementation of hypergeometric test
(iGA, [11]) and t-test (with added prior variance) calcu-
lated between the expression values of class members and
class non-members. T-test reflects here the behaviour of
signal summary methods [8,9]. We use two types of rand-
omizations: in row randomization the gene classifications
associated with dataset rows are randomized, and in col-
umn classifications the sample labels associated with data
columns are randomized. The aim was to see what type of
biases the methods show as the GO class size varies, or as
the threshold moves through the gene list. These results
are shown in the supplementary text S1 [see additional
file 1]. Here, we highlight a few details: The use of the
prior variance k significantly stabilizes the GSZ-score, with
a group of tested parameter values for the k obtaining
equally good results (see supplementary figure S1, [addi-
tional file 3]). Regularized GSZ-score has a stable signal
distribution over all the threshold positions with a rand-
omized dataset, whereas two other evaluated methods, KS
and modKS show significantly less stable behaviour over
different threshold positions (see supplementary figure
S2, [additional file 4]). Furthermore, a larger randomiza-
tion shows very good stability for GSZ-score in row rand-
omizations as the size of the class is varied. A more
detailed analysis is in supplementary text S1 [see addi-
tional file 1].
In addition, we show in supplementary text S1 [see addi-
tional file 1] the dramatic biases caused by gene level cor-
relations, discussed also earlier [13,15,19]. These can be
seen when analyzing the column randomizations. We
show the bias only for the most stable methods from ear-
lier row randomizations (see supplementary text S1, [see
additional file 1]), but it can be expected to affect all the
methods. Here, mean and STD estimates from the column
randomizations were tested for normalization of the
results. The stability of the estimates was evaluated by
dividing the randomized dataset into testing and learning
data, where learning data was used to obtain the estimates
and the testing data was normalized using the estimates
and visualized to see the stability of the normalization
with randomized data. The obtained normalization looks
adequate with 100 randomizations. Despite the adequate
normalization, the later steps use larger numbers of rand-
omizations, as they will enable better analysis of empiri-
cal p-values for the observed results.
Evaluation of class scoring functions with artificial data
Next, we evaluate the class level scoring functions on very
large set of various artificial datasets. We currently lack
complete knowledge on what can be considered as a pos-
itive signal for a differentially expressed gene class. How-
ever, we propose a few signal types that can be intuitively
justified. Case 1: The whole gene class shows a similar
type of regulation, either up or down. Nevertheless, the
complication in this simple case is that the signal for the
gene class can be quite diffuse with larger STD, depending
on the different measurement efficiencies for various
RNAs. Case 2: only a subset of the gene class shows signal
(up- or down-regulation) like in case 1. Potential explana-
tions are: Only a subset of the gene class requires regula-
tion or the gene class includes false positive genes that are
not really members of the gene class. Case 3: Gene class
shows both up and down-regulation at the same time.
Here gene class can comprise differently behaving sub-
classes or the members can be from a pathway with activ-
ities that either increase or decrease the activity of the
pathway.
Here we have used an artificial data generation similar to
previous work [7,10]. Test covers an even larger number of
various signal subtypes for positive classes than previous
research. We vary the size of the gene class that represents
the signal, the magnitude of positive signal, the standard
deviation of the positive signal, and the percentage of
gene class that shows positive signal, as in the previous
work. The signal is also either set to be only in positive
direction (only up-regulation, case 1 and case 2), or the
genes representing the signal are set to be randomly either
positively or negatively regulated with equal probability
(case 3). To our knowledge, this is the first work evaluat-
ing both of these cases to this extent. Details on the vari-
ous parameters used in the artificial signal generation are
shown in the Methods (supplementary text S1 [see addi-
tional file 1]).
First, the analysis was carried out with various gene class
sizes, testing each class size separately. Thus, the com-
pared results for positive and negative cases are obtained
with the same gene class size. Next, the results for different
class sizes and signal types are combined. This measures
the performance of the method in the case where the var-
ious gene class sizes are separately normalized with mean
and standard deviation estimates obtained from rand-
omized data. This is currently the standard procedure of
most programs. In another option, the positive and nega-
tive results for different class sizes are pooled and the sep-
aration is monitored within the pooled data. This
measures the stability of the functions when the gene class
size varies. This corresponds to the performance of the
method without any class specific normalization with
randomized data (proposed for example with iGA [11]).
In each testing situation with each parameter setting for
positive datasets we generate 200 positive datasets and
600 negative datasets. Next, we calculate the test scores
with each of these datasets. We used Area Under receiver-
operating characteristics Curve (AUC) as a measure of sep-
aration. This was considered better than the analysis ofPage 5 of 27
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value cut-off, measuring separation only at that point,
whereas AUC measures the separation across the whole
list. We have first summarized the information from four
testing situations by comparing every method pair and
calculating two scores:
where i and j specify methods that are compared and l =
1, 2.. R refers to dataset, obtained with specific parameter
values. Score A represents the mean of differences of AUC
scores for two methods across all the datasets in the test-
ing situation, whereas score B represents which of the
methods, i or j, was more frequently better. We generated
with both of these scores a difference matrix representing
all the method pairs. Next the average for each method i
was taken, by letting j go over all the methods. Now we
have two measures for the tested method: One corre-
sponds to average of difference to other methods and the
other corresponds to frequency of better performance
than with other methods. Results for these two scores are
shown in table 1.
The results show the best overall performance for GSZ-
scores. The only exception to the rule is the better per-
formance of iGA in the testing with simultaneous up and
A AUC AUCij il jl
l
= −∑( ) (5)
B Xij ijl
l
= ∑ (6)
X
R AUC AUC
AUC AUC
R AUC AUC
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Table 1: Summary of method performances from artificial data analysis
parameters (if any) fixed size, up-
regulation
fixed size, up and 
down-regulation
varying size, up-
regulation
Varying size, up 
and down-
regulation
included 
to fig. 1 
and 2
w1 w2 Score A Score B Score A Score B Score A Score B Score A Score B
GSZ-
score
0 0.1 -0.0002 -0.1898 0.0867 0.184 0.0111 0.0837 0.1025 0.4976
GSZ-
score
0.1 0.1 0.003 -0.0896 0.0883 0.26 0.0095 0.0988 0.1003 0.4669
GSZ-
score
0.2 0.1 0.0048 0.0119 0.0891 0.3061 0.0065 -0.0085 0.0965 0.2528
GSZ-
score
0.5 0.1 0.0074 0.1567 0.0898 0.3006 -0.0031 -0.355 0.0837 -0.0515
GSZ-
score
0 0.3 0.0054 0.0485 0.0901 0.33 0.018 0.5143 0.1073 0.7216
GSZ-
score
0.1 0.3 0.0067 0.1327 0.0904 0.3466 0.0156 0.4358 0.1043 0.5892
GSZ-
score
0.2 0.3 0.0076 0.1892 0.0904 0.3427 0.0128 0.2623 0.1007 0.3901
GSZ-
score
0.5 0.3 0.0088 0.2547 0.09 0.2874 0.0041 -0.1618 0.0895 0.0725
GSZ-
score
0 0.5 0.0054 0.0485 0.0901 0.33 0.018 0.5143 0.1073 0.7216 X
GSZ-
score
0.1 0.5 0.0081 0.2245 0.09 0.309 0.018 0.5787 0.1049 0.5659 X
GSZ-
score
0.2 0.5 0.0086 0.2609 0.0898 0.2778 0.0154 0.3876 0.1016 0.3828 X
GSZ-
score
0.5 0.5 0.0094 0.2919 0.0892 0.2115 0.0077 -0.019 0.0917 0.1538 X
t-test 0 -0.0165 -0.2968 -0.2707 -0.7744 0.0056 -0.1683 -0.2454 -0.8415
t-test 0.1 -0.0143 -0.2494 -0.2646 -0.7142 0.0074 -0.0679 -0.2385 -0.7783
t-test 0.3 -0.0121 -0.2058 -0.2546 -0.6561 0.0087 0.005 -0.2275 -0.7206
t-test 1 -0.0094 -0.1588 -0.2324 -0.6022 0.01 0.0675 -0.204 -0.6582 X
t-test 3 -0.0079 -0.1024 -0.2065 -0.5425 0.0106 0.1249 -0.1775 -0.5926 X
KS -0.0001 -0.0268 0.0462 0.0027 -0.062 -0.5063 -0.0439 -0.3352 X
modKS -0.0164 -0.1558 -0.0231 -0.3216 -0.0449 -0.5979 -0.076 -0.4214 X
iGA 0.0075 0.0911 0.0951 0.2485 -0.0058 -0.453 0.0827 -0.0325 X
Table shows average performance of various methods and parameters with artificial datasets. Scores A and B are explained in the main text. The 
five best methods are highlighted with bold and underlined in each column. The next five methods are underlined. Five weakest scores are 
represented in italics. Scores obtained with fixed class size represent the performance when the results are normalized with class specific Page 6 of 27
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scores showed good performance in a larger subset of the
datasets (shown by the score B). This discrepancy of two
measures proposes that we frequently see slightly better
performance from GSZ-score and a small subset where
iGA clearly surpasses GSZ-scores. Subsequent analysis
links this to datasets showing signal around 1 STD (dis-
cussed later with fig. 1 and fig. 2). However, with real
datasets this testing situation would require normaliza-
tion of iGA results with several randomized runs, which is
time consuming. Indeed, when the evaluation is done
without class size normalization, iGA performance drops.
Table 1 also suggests potentially best regularization
parameter values for GSZ-score. None of the parameter
values is optimal in all cases. Yet w1= 0.1 or 0.2 and w2 =
0.3 or 0.5 show good performance across the tests. From
the obtained results we selected w1 = 0.2 and w2 = 0.5 for
later analysis, although we point out that other nearby
parameter values yielded equally good results. t-test has
been similarly evaluated with several parameter values
(with w1 = 0 as the standard t-test), with the best perform-
ance always occuring with the largest value w1 = 3.
Table 1 summarizes a large amount of information, when
in reality methods perform differently with different types
of signal [7]. This was highlighted by visualizing the score
for each combination of signal representing subset size
and signal magnitude separately, like in previous work
[7]. Each result is averaged over tested class sizes and
standard deviations of the signal. We further modify the
earlier visualization by marking the best ranking methods
with colours (blue, cyan, green, yellow for the best, the
2nd, the 3rd and the 4th best). The following work con-
centrates on analysis done with each class size separately.
Fig. 1 and 2 reveal trends, pointing out that no test is opti-
mal across all the signal types. GSZ-score, with different
parameter settings, is among the top methods across the
most signal types. If we look at fig. 1, KS method shows
the best performance with small signal magnitudes (sig-
nal between 0 - 1 STD. STD refers here to the standard
deviation of the background distribution.) This was fol-
lowed by iGA, showing best performance when signal is
between 1.25 - 1.5 STD and signal representing portion
between 0.6 - 0.9. GSZ-score is optimal when signal is
larger than 1.5 STD or the signal portion is smaller than
0.4. The only deviations from this trend are modKS,
which is optimal when signal is between 1 - 1.75 STD and
signal proportion is 0.1, and t-test, which is optimal when
whole class shows signal that is between 0.75 STD and
2.25 STD. A simpler view is obtained by looking at results
obtained with simultaneous up and down-regulation (fig.
2). Here, good performance is only represented by KS test
(when signal ranges 0.25 - 0.5 STD), iGA (when signal
ranges from 0.75 - 1.5 STD) and GSZ-score (when signal
is larger than 1.5 STD). Similar results were obtained for
cases where class sizes are allowed to vary. The only excep-
tion is that in these tests GSZ-score and t-test clearly
improve, and the performances of iGA and especially KS
drop (data not shown).
Evaluation of the methods with real dataset
Previous analysis evaluated various methods using artifi-
cial datasets. The problem with such simulated data was
that we do not have knowledge on how regularly one sees
various signal types. Furthermore, the artificial data anal-
ysis assumed totally independent genes, which is a biolog-
ically unrealistic assumption. Therefore it is crucial to
evaluate the performance also with real datasets. We use
here ALL (Acute Lymphatic Leukaemia) dataset [20], due
the reasons discussed in the Methods. These analysis steps
are also represented as pseudo codes in supplementary
text S1 [see additional file 1].
With a real dataset the true positive and true negative GO
classes (also referred to as gold standard) are not known.
Therefore we used the methods themselves to estimate the
positive classes. This can omit some positive classes that
none of the methods can discover and equally report
some negative classes as positive. Nevertheless, we are not
aware of any other realistic solutions for selecting positive
GO classes, and minor errors should not corrupt our
results. We also presume that the GO classes form a
smooth transition with strongly positive GO classes at one
end and strongly negative GO classes at the other end
rather than a sharp binary classification to positive and
negative classes. We therefore decided to use a varying rank
threshold, selecting q best classes (q = 1, 2...200) from each
method as positive (similar to [15]). This allows each
method to report exactly the same number of positive GO
classes and enables testing with a varying number of pos-
itive GO classes, concentrating to the best ranks in the
selected positive GO class list. The competing idea, with
selection of a fixed set of positive GO classes, would
depend on the used p-value threshold and on the used
multiple testing correction. Furthermore, it would place
methods depending on their stringency in unequal situa-
tion, as methods with a tendency to report many classes as
positive would contribute a larger portion of positive GO
classes. Also, the evaluation of sorted GO classes with
decreasing significance resembles the popular analysis of
GO classes as a sorted list.
We chose the AUC score to see how well the sorted list of
GO classes separates different selected positive and nega-
tive classes. These results were also further confirmed with
overall rank correlation between the ordered gold stand-
ard GO class list and ranked GO list from the evaluated
method. Two methods have different aims: AUC with var-
ying rank threshold focuses on most positive GO classesPage 7 of 27
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Method performances for different artificial signals, when only up-regulation occursFigure 1
Method performances for different artificial signals, when only up-regulation occurs. Method performances for 
each proportion of the signal representing part (Y axis) and signal magnitude (X axis) as measured by average AUC score. 
Score is shown by the radius of each sector. Methods represented are (starting from 11 o'clock, anticlockwise): 4 versions of 
GSZ-score, 2 versions of t-test, KS test, modKS test and iGA. Selected methods/parameters are shown in detail in table 1. Col-
ouring (blue, cyan, green, yellow) highlights the four best methods, with equally well performing methods represented with the 
same colour. Dotted lines separate areas where different methods show the best performance. GSZ-score, selected to later 
analysis, is at 9 o'clock position.
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Method performances for different artificial signals, when class shows simultaneous up and down-regulationFigure 2
Method performances for different artificial signals, when class shows simultaneous up and down-regulation. 
Method performances for each proportion of signal representing part (Y axis) and signal magnitude (X axis) as measured by 
average AUC score. Score is also here shown by radius. Methods represented are the same as in the previous figure. Colour-
ing (blue, cyan, green, yellow) again highlights the top methods. Dotted lines highlight the signal levels where the best method 
changes.
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overall correlation between the test and control set.
Resulting evaluations are based on rank rather than the
actual score values obtained for different methods. This
was considered to be beneficial as different methods can
be expected to follow different distributions, and includ-
ing the actual score values would therefore put methods in
unequal position. Only case where also the actual signal
scores were used was the comparison of method with
itself using pearson correlation (see table 2).
One of our evaluation setups requires the combination of
the gold standards from all the evaluated methods. It
would be natural to combine the rank results from various
methods by averaging, but instead the best rank for each
class was used here. This was done to minimize the effects
of correlations between the methods, as with mean score
two identically behaving methods would contribute twice
in the positive class selection, whereas with the maximum
score they would contribute only once.
The evaluation was done in two ways: i) Method itself is
used to define k best GO classes from one half of the data-
set. Next the method is run using the other half of the
dataset to see how well it can predict its outcome from the
correlating dataset. ii) All methods are allowed to select k
best GO classes as positive GO classes using one half of
the dataset. Next, each method is run on the other half of
the data and it is tested how well they can predict the com-
bined positive outcome of all the methods from the corre-
lating dataset. Results from both cases were analyzed
using AUC with varying rank threshold and also with
standard correlations.
These evaluations have different evaluation principles. In
case (i), we use each method itself to define gold standard
from the separate data, selecting the method that is most
robust to the variances between the biologically replicated
datasets. Furthermore, as each method is tested against its
own results, the occurrence or lack of correlation with
other scoring functions does not affect the evaluation.
However, this could favour methods that have biased
selection, like a preference of large classes. Neither does it
penalize methods that miss GO classes that other meth-
ods are able to find. In case (ii), the combined results of
all the methods from the separate data represents the
same gold standard for all methods. Here method has to
be robust to variances between the datasets, and also be
able to predict combined positive classes coming from all
the methods.
These analysis steps were done with four splits of the data-
set (8 replicates). Results, averaged over all the replica-
tions, are shown in fig. 3 and 4 and tables 2 and 3. Also
each split was analyzed separately [see additional files 5
and 6]. Results vary considerably at small ranks between
replicates, especially in case (ii), but they stabilize at larger
ranks, especially when rank threshold is between 10 and
20. This can be explained by the increasing size of the pos-
itive class set, used in the AUC scoring, which is poten-
tially less sensitive to variations and errors in its
definition.
In case (i) GSZ-score shows best performance, with an
even performance to t-test at the very first ranks. The
detailed analysis of differences in replicates (see supple-
mentary figure S3, [additional file 5]) showed equal per-
formance between ranks 1-40 and the performance of t-
test drops to clear separation after rank 40. The observed
difference in results suggests that GSZ-score might see a
larger set of classes with positive signal than t-test, and
later analysis steps confirm this. Separation to other meth-
ods was obvious with iGA, modKS and KS showing con-
sistently weaker AUC scores across all the ranks in all
splits. These results are further confirmed with rank and
Pearson correlations, which show the clear best perform-
ance for GSZ-score (table 3).
Table 2: Rank correlations for each method with a gold standard obtained from the other half of the dataset
1st split 2nd split 3rd split 4th split
method 1st half 2nd half 1st half 2nd half 1st half 2nd half 1st half 2nd half
GSZ-score 0.6201 0.6219 0.6421 0.6451 0.6594 0.6368 0.6176 0.653
t-test 0.5373 0.5276 0.5691 0.5748 0.5722 0.5827 0.6190 0.5727
KS test 0.4470 0.5089 0.4981 0.5140 0.5340 0.5054 0.4928 0.5388
modKS 0.5048 0.5772 0.5339 0.6035 0.5957 0.5336 0.5756 0.5873
iGA 0.5809 0.5888 0.6110 0.6133 0.6191 0.6148 0.5976 0.6185
Table shows rank correlation between the results for each half of a dataset with the gold standard ranking, obtained with all the methods from the 
other half (case ii evaluation). Various results are highlighted similarly to previous table. Two results for each split are obtained by testing the first 
half with a gold standard from the second half and testing the second half with a gold standard from the first half. Notice that GSZ-score clearly 
shows the best correlation. iGA is usually the second best method. The only exception is the first half of the 4th split, where t-test shows the best 
performance and GSZ-score scores as the close second best method.Page 10 of 27
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Average results from the case iFigure 3
Average results from the case i. Figure represents the AUC score for each evaluated method as the rank limit of the pos-
itive GO classes is increased. The set of positive classes used for AUC grows as the rank threshold becomes bigger. Methods 
represented are GSZ-score: blue line with circles, t-test: green line with cross, KS test: red line with box, modKS test: cyan line 
with diamond, iGA: magenta line with x. Lower part zooms into the smallest ranks. Here GSZ-score shows the best perform-
ance and t-test performs equally well with the top ranks, while other methods show weaker performance.
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Average results from the case iiFigure 4
Average results from the case ii. Figure represents the AUC score for each evaluated method as the rank limit of the pos-
itive GO classes is increased. Methods are coloured identically to the earlier figure. Here, the GSZ-score shows the best per-
formance and iGA is the second best method.
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iGA is the close second best method. Their performances
overlap in replicates across the top 10 ranks and after rank
20 GSZ-score consistently tops iGA in all replicates (see
supplementary figure S4, [additional file 6]). T-test shows
also somewhat equal performance at top 5 ranks but then
it drops. ModKS shows also slightly better performance
than GSZ-score in two of the replicates at very smallest
ranks. These are only a few rank positions, and the per-
formance of modKS drops at these replicates extremely
fast. Indeed, modKS is mainly 3rd or 4th method, and it is
the weakest method at the smallest rank in one of the
splits. After rank 20 the order of methods is consistently
GSZ-score, iGA, modKS or t-test and KS. Rank correlation
analysis confirms also these results (table 2) showing the
best performance for GSZ-score.
The overall performance of GSZ-score was best in these
evaluations, as in case (i) it slightly surpassed t-test but is
clearly better than iGA and in case (ii) it slightly surpassed
iGA but was obviously better than t-test. Furthermore, it
consistently topped modKS in case (ii) and clearly showed
better overall performance in case (i). It was also observed
that KS test shows the undoubtedly weakest performance
in both tests. For a novel method, like GSZ-score, it is also
interesting to see which methods are most similar to it.
This was analyzed with the whole ALL dataset, using rank
correlation. Results are shown in table 4. The correlations
that GSZ-score shows with iGA and and t-test further
underlines the GSZ-score's mathematical similarities with
these methods.
Comparison of empirical p-value signals
Earlier evaluations omitted the number of significant
classes reported by each scoring function. This is, how-
ever, a relevant feature as smaller p-values and larger
number of significant classes point out that the method is
better in extracting signal. This evaluation was first done
with ALL dataset [20]. Empirical p-values were obtained
by using 1000 row and column randomizations and
selecting always the larger, less significant, of two p-val-
ues. Only the scoring function is changed in this compar-
ison and everything else is kept identical. We exclude the
usage of asymptotic distributions as they are not available
for all functions. All the results are shown here as -
log10(p-values). We compared top 100 GO classes from
each function by plotting the empirical p-values for these
classes. Cases where log cannot be calculated (empirical p-
value = 0) were modified by adding a value 0.5 to the cal-
culus (see Methods, supplementary text S1 [see additional
file 1]). We focus on the magnitude of reported p-values,
as the selection of significant classes would depend
strongly on the used multiple testing correction.
The actual p-value signals are represented as two separate
results in the fig. 5. The fig. 5A shows p-values from pooled
data. Here each GO class is first normalized using the
mean and the STD from the randomizations and next all
the randomizations are pooled and used together to
obtain p-values. Fig. 5B shows p-values from class data.
These empirical p-values are obtained by using only the
class specific randomizations with each class. Our analysis
showed that these two log(p-value) results correlate
strongly, and we further show in supplementary text S1
[see additional file 1] that our normalizations with rand-
omized data was rather stable. Note that the class data has
Table 3: Rank and Pearson correlations for each method's results between the split parts of the dataset
1st split 2nd split 3rd split 4th split
method Rank Pearson rank Pearson rank Pearson rank Pearson
GSZ-score 0.6878 0.8427 0.7021 0.8463 0.7051 0.8521 0.6867 0.8194
t-test 0.6236 0.7291 0.686 0.7715 0.6932 0.7763 0.7404 0.7996
KS test 0.5402 0.585 0.5768 0.6197 0.5824 0.6282 0.5845 0.6145
modKS 0.6183 0.6397 0.6443 0.6658 0.6343 0.6554 0.6952 0.7083
iGA 0.6134 0.7261 0.6424 0.7401 0.6358 0.7562 0.6239 0.7243
Rank and Pearson correlation between the results from two halves of the dataset for each method (case i). The best result is highlighted with bold 
font and the second best is underlined. Notice that GSZ-score has the highest correlation with both correlation measures. t-test shows the second 
best performance. The only deviation is the 4th split where t-test shows the best rank correlation, although even in that case GSZ-score still shows 
the best Pearson correlation.
Table 4: Rank correlations between results obtained by different 
methods
GSZ t-test KS modKS iGA
GSZ 1 0.754 0.708 0.665 0.887
t-test 0.754 1 0.685 0.643 0.708
KS 0.708 0.685 1 0.502 0.809
modKS 0.665 0.643 0.502 1 0.627
iGA 0.887 0.708 0.809 0.627 1
Rank correlations between all the method pairs obtained using the 
whole ALL dataset and normalized results. Strongest correlation 
(excluding the diagonal) is highlighted on each row with a bold font. 
Notice the strong correlation between t-test and GSZ-score and the 
very strong correlation between iGA and GSZ-score.Page 13 of 27
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Visualization of the empirical log-p-values from ALL dataset for the top-100 classes of each scoring functionF gure 5
Visualization of the empirical log-p-values from ALL dataset for the top-100 classes of each scoring function. 
Part A shows the obtained p-values when all class randomizations are normalized and pooled. Part B shows the results when 
each class is analyzed separately. Largest value in lower plot refers to p-value = 0 (see main text for details). Lines are: blue 
with circles = GSZ-score; green with cross = t-test; red with squares = KS; magenta with x = iGA; cyan with diamonds = 
modKS. Notice that GSZ-score shows here a very clear separation from the other methods in both of the plots. Any reasona-
ble threshold would result in a larger number of significant classes with GSZ-score than with any other method.
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reported log-p-values, which is why it does not separate
functions as well as pooled data.
Fig. 5 shows that the GSZ-score obtains significantly larger
log(p-values) in the analysis of pooled log(p-values) (fig.
5A). The difference is surprisingly large with the best
log(p-value) for GSZ-score being 6.7, whereas the second
best method (iGA) has best log(p-value) 4.2. Further-
more, the difference is one to two orders of magnitude
across the whole top class list (GSZ-score p-value is 10 -
100 times smaller than p-value of any compared
method). GSZ-score also reports 23 classes with p-value =
0 with class data, whereas other functions report only 1 -
3 classes. These are represented by largest values in the fig.
5B. These observed differences are larger than any of the
differences between the other methods in the compari-
son.
ALL dataset represents very strong biological signals.
However, it is equally important to evaluate the scoring
functions with expression data with weaker signal levels.
Therefore, we replicated the p-value comparison with p53
dataset [13] and represent the results in fig. 6. Although
the differences to other methods are now smaller, GSZ is
clearly the best method in pooled data over top 15 classes.
In class data the differences are smaller. GSZ produces
again largest number of classes with p-value = 0 (6 classes),
but also KS produces 5 classes. In addition, GSZ drops to
the 2nd best after iGA around rank 10. This data proposes
that GSZ is the best function across top ranks but it drops
down later. These weaker ranks probably represent more
random background signal.
Biological comparison of class scoring functions
We also evaluate the biological relevance of the reported
classes. This monitors the ability of scoring functions to
report the relevant biological classes. We generated a
sorted list of GO classes from each scoring function using
the p-values from pooled data and class data in combina-
tion (see Methods, Supplementary text S1 [additional file
1]). This analysis is replicated on both real datasets, ALL
and p53. The evaluation requires that we define func-
tional classes that can be considered biologically positive,
by selecting classes that can be linked with research setup.
This selection is justified from the background biology,
and it should not favour any of the evaluated scoring func-
tions.
P53 dataset compares cancer cell lines with a mutation in
p53 transcription factor to the ones without mutations.
Here the classes with link to programmed cell death
(apoptosis) were considered as positive. Selected classes
were further confirmed by looking their regulatory rela-
tionship with p53 from the GeneGo Inc. MetaCoreTM
database ([21], http://www.genego.com). As p53 data
represents a small number of positive classes, we represent
its results here in table 5. A more detailed presentation is
in the supplementary table S1 [additional file 7].
Although most methods select the same apoptosis class
(release of cytochrome c from mitochondria) as best, GSZ
tops others by reporting 4 apoptosis related classes. GSZ
reports also strongest p-values to each of these apoptosis
related GO classes. KS and, unexpectedly, also T-test show
here very weak performance.
As ALL dataset compared B and T cell lymphomas with
each other, we considered classes linked to immune
response as positive. These include classes like immu-
noglobulin complex, T cell receptor complex etc. Two
groups of classes were considered as border cases: the
generic MHC protein complex and interleukin proteins.
Due to the large number of positive classes, these results
are summarized in fig. 7. Each positive class is weighted
here as one and each border case classes were weighted as
0.5. More detailed presentation of the results is in supple-
mentary table S2 [see additional file 8].
Fig. 7 shows that our ALL dataset represents a very strong
biological signal with GSZ, t-test, and iGA exhibiting 11 -
12 positive classes among the top 15 classes. ModKS and
KS clearly represent weaker performance with 7 positives
and one border case (modKS), and 3 positives and 2 bor-
der cases (KS) among the top 15 classes. Outside the top
ranks, the density of positive classes in t-test and iGA test
drops, whereas GSZ clearly shows the best performance.
Results from both ALL and p53 dataset propose that GSZ
is outstanding among the evaluated scoring functions in
finding relevant biological signals.
Analysis of pairwise differences in class p-values
In order to evaluate further the differences between the
scoring functions we focused on the pairwise differences
in the log10(p-values) for each GO class between GSZ-
score and each of the other methods. This allows the anal-
ysis of the actual GO classes representing the strongest
separation between the compared methods. Here, again,
we monitor whether these classes are relevant to research
setup and also the difference in the log(p-values).
The outline of this analysis is represented in the supple-
mentary text S1 [see additional file 1], and detailed results
of the comparison in supplementary tables S3 and S4 [see
additional file 9 and 10]. The top classes, where GSZ out-
weighs other methods are mostly all positive classes. Also
the differences in p-values, favouring GSZ, are very large.
The opposite classes are more or less random selections
from the GO classes.Page 15 of 27
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Visualization of the empirical log-p-values from p53 dataset for the top-40 classes of each scoring functionF gure 6
Visualization of the empirical log-p-values from p53 dataset for the top-40 classes of each scoring function. Part 
A shows the results when all class randomizations are normalized and pooled. Part B shows the results when each class is ana-
lyzed separately. Different functions are marked similarly to earlier figure. Notice that GSZ-score shows here a clear separa-
tion from the other methods in upper plot. In the lower plot it is the best performing method at top ranks and then as signal 
levels drops GSZ drops to 2nd best.
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some interesting details in the comparisons:
GSZ vs. T-test
When comparing GSZ with T-test we observe large
number of relevant GO classes with simultaneous up and
down-regulation (large STD signal, small mean signal) in
ALL dataset. These were naturally missed by T-test,
whereas GSZ was able to report them. Furthermore, we
observed surprisingly weak performance of T-test on p53
dataset.
GSZ vs. iGA
The comparison with iGA showed many classes from ALL
dataset that had a strong regulation. GSZ was able to
report very strong p-values for them, whereas iGA did not
notice them since it discards the expression values. This
underlines that inclusion of differential gene expression
scores benefits the test statistic. GSZ clearly reported from
p53 dataset better p-values for 3 apoptosis classes.
GSZ vs. modKS
On ALL dataset modKS shows very strange behaviour, and
it is clearly outperformed by GSZ. Our assumption is that
weak performance of modKS is related to its sensitivity to
outlier expression values in GO classes. This outlier sensi-
tivity is further demonstrated by supplementary figures S1
and S2 [see additional file 3 and 4].
GSZ vs. KS
Standard KS showed weakest performance in these com-
parisons reporting mostly quite random GO classes.
Table 5: Comparison of scoring functions on p53 dataset
GSZ iGA t-test modKS KS
1 *BP:0001836: release of 
cytochrome c from 
mitochondria*
*BP:0001836: release of 
cytochrome c from 
mitochondria*
CC:0009434: 
microtubule-based 
flagellum
*BP:0001836: release of 
cytochrome c from 
mitochondria*
BP:0050962: 
detection of light...
2 BP:0051668: localization 
within membrane
CC:0031903: micro-body 
membrane
MF:0033558: protein 
deacetylase activity
BP:0050953: sensory 
perception of light stimulus
BP:0050908: 
detection of light...
3 CC:0031903: micro-body 
membrane
CC:0005778: peroxisomal 
membrane
MF:0004407: histone 
deacetylase activity
BP:0007601: visual 
perception
BP:0007602: 
phototransduction
4 CC:0005778: peroxisomal 
membrane
CC:0044438: micro-body 
part
CC:0031903: micro-
body membrane
CC:0000118: histone 
deacetylase complex
BP:0009584: 
detection of visible 
light
5 BP:0042787: protein 
ubiquitination... catabolic 
process
CC:0044439: peroxisomal 
part
CC:0005778: 
peroxisomal 
membrane
MF:0001664: G-protein-
coupled receptor binding
BP:0009583: 
detection of light...
6 *BP:0008637: apoptotic 
mitochondrial changes*
BP:0042787: protein 
ubiquitination... catabolic 
process
CC:0019861: flagellum BP:0015674: ditri-valent 
inorganic cation transport
MF:0016018: 
cyclosporin A binding
7 CC:0044438: micro-body 
part
BP:0050953: sensory 
perception of light stimulus
CC:0044438: micro-
body part
MF:0033558: protein 
deacetylase activity
*MF:0005086: ARF 
guanyl-nucleotide...*
8 CC:0044439: peroxisomal 
part
BP:0007601: visual 
perception
CC:0044439: 
peroxisomal part
MF:0004407: histone 
deacetylase activity
*BP:0032012: 
regulation of ARF 
protein signal...*
9 CC:0009434: microtubule-
based flagellum
MF:0033558: protein 
deacetylase activity
BP:0030890: positive 
regulation of B cell 
proliferation
BP:0006816: calcium ion 
transport
*BP:0032011: ARF 
protein signal 
transduction*
10 BP:0051205: protein 
insertion into membrane
MF:0004407: histone 
deacetylase activity
BP:0050962: detection 
of light...
MF:0019237: centromeric 
DNA binding
CC:0031903: micro-
body membrane
11 BP:0046504: glycerol ether 
biosynthetic process
CC:0009434: microtubule-
based flagellum
BP:0050908: detection 
of light...
MF:0030170: pyridoxal 
phosphate binding
CC:0005778: 
peroxisomal 
membrane
12 BP:0045017: glycerolipid 
biosynth...
MF:0016018: cyclosporin A 
binding
BP::0007602:: 
phototransduction
BP:0008015: circulation MF:0033558: protein 
deacetylase activity
13 BP:0008643: carbohydrate 
transport
MF:0019237: centromeric 
DNA...
BP:0009584: detection 
of visible light
BP:0035136: forelimb 
morphogenesis
MF:0004407: histone 
deacetylase activity
14 *BP:0008629: induction 
of apoptosis by 
intracellular signals*
BP:0051205: protein 
insertion into membrane
CC:0000118: histone 
deacetylase complex
BP:0015918: sterol 
transport
CC:0031594: 
neuromuscular 
junction
15 *BP:0008635: caspase 
activation via 
cytochrome c*
BP:0046504: glycerol ether 
biosynthetic process
BP:0018298: protein-
chromophore linkage
BP:0030301: cholesterol 
transport
MF:0005048: signal 
sequence binding
Biological classes reported by each scoring function from p53 dataset. Apoptosis related classes are highlighted with asterisk before and after the 
class name. Clear apoptosis classes are shown with bold font and border cases with underlined font. Although many methods report same 
apoptosis GO class as the top class, only GSZ is able to report three other apoptosis GO classes. Furthermore, our supplementary table S1 [see 
additional file 7] shows that GSZ reports strongest p-values for reported apoptosis gene sets.Page 17 of 27
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when evaluating the biological relevance of the reported
classes. There was only one exception on this rule in the
p53 dataset, where iGA and KS reported stronger signal on
ARF protein signalling classes. These apoptosis classes
were not reported as linked to p53 according to GeneGO.
Also their average regulation was very small.
Comparison of GSZ with program packages
We also compared our analysis pipeline with other actual
software packages. This comparison is less clear to inter-
pret, due to a large number of variables between different
analysis pipelines. In addition, the programs report p-val-
ues post-processed in various ways. Therefore, the evalua-
tion is focused on the order of the reported GO classes
omitting the actual p-values. These obtained GO class lists
are evaluated using the selected biologically positive
classes again. We selected three software packages for
comparison. These were Gene Set Enrichment Analysis
package (GSEA, R code version [13]), Signal Pathway (SP
[9]) and Gene Set Analysis (GSA [15]).
All compared methods were run with the same set of GO
classes, with no maximum size limit and the minimum
size limit set to 3. Although these settings are sub-optimal
for the biological analysis, they allow a thorough evalua-
tion of the packages against the variations in the GO class
size. All the methods were also tested with 1000 randomi-
Visualization of the cumulative sum of biologically positive classes among the top-80 classes for each scoring functionF gure 7
Visualization of the cumulative sum of biologically positive classes among the top-80 classes for each scoring 
function. Figure shows how many biologically positive classes each method discovers across their top ranks from ALL dataset. 
Different scoring functions are marked similarly to earlier figures. Notice that although GSZ, iGA and t-test first show equal 
performance, GSZ outweigh other methods across the later ranks. A more detailed view is provided in the supplementary 
table S2 [see additional file 8].Page 18 of 27
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used with the GSZ analysis in function comparison.
Two methods (GSEA and GSA) are one-sided tests, gener-
ating two separate outputs. However, we need a single GO
class list for comparison with SP and GSZ-score. This was
accomplished by combining the two GSEA output lists
and sorting them using the absolute value of Normalized
Enrichment Score (NES), used also to sort the result
classes in the GSEA. With GSA we did a similar procedure,
ordering in the first round with the normalized score (cal-
culating Z-scores with permutation results, returned by
GSA) and in the next round using the p-values. However,
we also discuss the rankings in the separate lists. The fol-
lowing two chapters represent the results from two data-
sets.
ALL dataset
First we compare methods with ALL dataset. We used
same biologically positive classes as in the earlier evalua-
tion with the ALL dataset. The obtained results can be seen
in the supplementary table S5 [see additional file 11] and
the summary in the fig. 8. The first observation is that
three out of four methods clearly report positive classes.
These are GSZ, SP, and GSA. These results are in agree-
ment with the strong signal that was reported from this
dataset in the earlier comparison of scoring functions.
GSEA, nevertheless, shows a strong deviation from this
rule. None of the reported classes was able to obtain
stronger signal than its default cutoff (False Discovery
Rate ≤ 0.25). Furthermore, the reported classes are quite
arbitrary with only 4 positive classes among the top-70
classes. This is a very strong disagreement between GSEA
and all the other evaluated methods.
There are also differences between the top three methods.
GSZ, GSA, and SP all have only a few negative classes
among top 20 classes. However, after the rank 20 their
density drops in GSA and SP results. Indeed, there is only
7 negative classes among top 40 classes in GSZ-score
results and one border case, whereas SP results have 17
negative classes and one border case, and GSA has 18 neg-
ative. This makes their error rate among these top classes
over two times bigger and highlights GSZ again as the best
method. A detailed analysis shows that SP misses totally
positive classes with large variance signal and small mean
signal (thymic T-cell related classes and immunological
synapse). Likewise, GSA represents a quite small signal for
some classes emphasized by SP and GSZ, like 'MHC class
II protein complex' and 'antigen prosessing and presenta-
tion' classes.
P53 dataset
Next, we compared the methods with p53 dataset. Here,
again, we select the programmed cell death (apoptosis)
related GO classes as positive. Obtained results are shown
in table 6. More detailed results are shown in supplemen-
tary table S6 [see additional file 12]. Again, GSZ shows
good performance with 4 apoptosis classes among its top-
15 results, showing strong ranking positions, such as 1
and 6.
SP reported one apoptosis related class at the rank 8, with
empirical p-value = 0. This was the same class rated as first
class by modKS, iGA and GSZ. It had actually the first rank
in the column randomization of SP, proposing that it is
here more useful than the combined ranking from two
randomizations. Thus, SP performs quite nicely, but
reports only one cell death related class among the top-50
classes, whereas GSZ was able to report 4 of them among
top-15 classes. Furthermore, the standard ranking of SP
was not optimal here.
GSA generates separate lists for up and down regulated
classes. Also, the outputs of GSA represent several GO
classes with same p-values. Therefore, we generated new
ordering for GO classes, separately for up-regulated,
down-regulated and combined set of GO classes. One
apoptosis related class is seen in the down-regulated set of
GO classes with empirical p-value = 0. Its original rank
was 5th and after our reordering with Z-scores its rank is
improved to 2nd position. However, when the two GO
class lists are pooled, the rank of the apoptosis class is
only 6. Therefore, its performance seems to be weaker
than GSZ.
GSEA generates two lists, instead of one. We again com-
bined them into a single list. The apoptosis related classes
were in the list of down-regulated classes at the ranks 8, 14
and 24, and in the results of the pooled list at the ranks 9,
21 and 37. However, if we were to use the default GSEA
FDR cutoff (0.25), none of these classes would have been
reported. Also, all these apoptosis related classes were low
in the result ranking. Therefore, the performance of the
GSEA seems quite weak again.
Altogether, both datasets point out to GSZ as best method
for detecting biologically relevant classes. SP and GSA
show quite equal second best performance. Furthermore,
both datasets pinpoint GSEA as the apparently the weak-
est method.
Biological analysis of results
GSZ reported 4 apoptosis related classes from p53 data:
Release of cytochrome c from mitochondria, apoptotic
mitochondrial changes, induction of apoptosis by intrac-
ellular signal and caspase activation via cytochrome c.
What these classes represent is some of the key steps for
programmed cell death: intracellular apoptotic signalling
to mitochondria, removal of cytochrome c and its laterPage 19 of 27
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ods (iGA and KS) highlight the ARF protein signal trans-
duction. This group plays a relevant role in apoptotic
signalling, although it shows here only very weak regula-
tion. This suggests that a combination of two or three
scoring functions could actually highlight all the possibly
relevant biological signals in the dataset.
ALL dataset showed classes representing simultaneous up
and down-regulation, such as immunological synapse,
positive thymic t cell selection and lymphocyte activation.
Key trends here seem to be: Cell surface receptor signalling
that activates immune response and developmental steps
of T cells in thymus. Both these processes are central to
immune processes. GSZ is able to recognize in particular
the immunological synapse, a communication method
between B cells and T cells. Note that part of the immuno-
logical synapse is expressed in T cell and part in B cell and
it is complete when two cells interact with each other.
These relevant immunological processes could not be
observed from this dataset by methods that monitor only
the mean expression of the GO class. Here t-test and SP
missed them. Only GSZ and iGA performed satisfactorily
on these classes. Also GSA from program comparison was
able to detect a fraction of these.
Visualization of the cumulative sum of biologically positive classes among the top-70 classes for GSZ and compared programsF gure 8
Visualization of the cumulative sum of biologically positive classes among the top-70 classes for GSZ and com-
pared programs. Figure shows how many biologically positive classes each method discovers across their top ranks. Blue line 
with circles denotes GSZ. Green line with triangle downwards denotes SP. Black line with triangle upwards denotes GSA. Cyan 
line with triangle to left denotes GSEA. Notice that although GSZ, GSA and SP first show equal performance, GSZ outper-
forms other methods across the later ranks. A more detailed view is provided in the supplementary table S5 [see additional file 
11].Page 20 of 27
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up or down-regulation. These classes link to T cell receptor
complex, antigen processing via MHC class II protein
complex, and to MHC class II protein complex. What is
paradoxical is that some methods did not give good scores
to these classes. Especially iGA and KS performed weakly
with these. This was probably due to the limitation of the
analysis only to the order of the genes. Only GSZ and t-test
in the comparison of scoring functions reported good
scores for these classes. Also SP gave very strong signals to
these classes. Surprisingly, GSA obtained less strong
results on some of these classes (MHC class II protein
complex and antigen processing related classes). Alto-
gether, these results point that across different biologically
relevant signals GSZ shows better performance compared
to the other, competing algorithms and programs.
Discussion
Current work proposes a novel class scoring function for
threshold free gene set analysis. The function is a Z-score
that is shown to have similarities to hypergeometric func-
tion and to correlation (see Results and supplementary
text S2 in [see additional file 2]). Gene Set Z-score is
shown to be stable under row randomization to variations
of subset and class sizes. Furthermore, it can be stabilized
with column randomizations against the biases caused by
gene-level correlations. GSZ-score had the best overall
performance in the artificial data analysis. The second best
class scoring function was iGA. It is, however, significantly
heavier to compute than the GSZ-score. In addition, we
have performed a detailed evaluation on a real dataset,
where the number of positive classes and the way how
they were selected was altered. Here, GSZ-score was con-
sistently the best performing class scoring function,
Table 6: Comparison of GSZ and program packages using p53 dataset
GSZ-score GSA SP GSEA
1 *BP:0001836: release of 
cytochrome c from 
mitochondria*
CC:0031903: micro-body 
membrane
CC:0009434: microtubule-based 
flagellum
CC:0000118: histone deacetylase 
complex
2 BP:0051668: localization within 
membrane
CC:0005778: peroxisomal 
membrane
MF:0005125: cytokine activity BP:0009314: response to 
radiation
3 CC:0031903: micro-body 
membrane
CC:0009434: microtubule-
based flagellum
CC:0019861: flagellum BP:0050962: detection of light...
4 CC:0005778: peroxisomal 
membrane
CC:0044438: micro-body part BP:0050962: detection of light... BP:0050908: detection of light...
5 BP:0042787: protein 
ubiquitination...
CC:0044439: peroxisomal part BP:0050908: detection of light... BP: 0007602: phototransduction
6 *BP:0008637: apoptotic 
mitochondrial changes*
*BP:0001836: release of 
cytochrome c from 
mitochondria*
BP:0007602: phototransduction BP:0009584: detection of visible 
light
7 CC:0044438: micro-body part CC:0005626: insoluble Fraction BP: 0009584: detection of visible 
light
BP:0009583: detection of light...
8 CC:0044439: peroxisomal part CC:0019861: flagellum *BP:0001836: release of 
cytochrome c from 
mitochondria*
MF:0030170: pyridoxal 
phosphate binding
9 CC:0009434: microtubule-based 
flagellum
MF:0015103: inorganic anion 
transmembrane...
BP:0009583: detection of light... *BP:0001836: release of 
cytochrome c from 
mitochondria*
10 BP:0051205: protein insertion 
into mem brane
BP:0051668: localization within 
membrane
BP:0006955: immune response MF:0005487: nucleocytoplasmic 
trans porter activity
11 BP:0046504: glycerol ether 
biosynthetic process
BP:0050962: detection of light... BP:0030890: positive regulation of 
B cell proliferation
BP:0006654: phosphatidic acid 
biosynthetic process
12 BP:0045017: glycerolipid 
biosynthetic process
BP:0050908: detection of light... MF:0001664: G-protein-coupled 
receptor binding
BP:0046473: phosphatidic acid 
metabolic process
13 BP:0008643: carbohydrate 
transport
BP:0007602: photo-
transduction
BP:0006572: tyrosine catabolic 
process
BP:0035137: hindlimb 
morphogenesis
14 *BP:0008629: induction of 
apoptosis by intracellular 
signals*
BP:0009584: detection of visible 
light
MF:0008009: chemokine activity BP:0051716: cellular response to 
stimulus
15 *BP:0008635: caspase 
activation via cytochrome c*
CC:0031594: neuromuscular 
junction
MF:0042379: chemokine receptor 
binding
BP:0008217: blood pressure 
regulation
Table compares GSZ analysis with three popular software packages. Apoptosis related positive classes are highlighted as in table 5. GSZ, GSA and 
SP reported classes with strong signal, whereas GSEA did not report any significant classes. GSZ, GSA and SP reported strong p-value for GO class 
1836, but only GSZ ranks it as top class. GSZ also reports 3 other apoptosis related classes.Page 21 of 27
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ther proof favouring GSZ-score was obtained when ana-
lyzing the empirical p-values from two datasets. Here
GSZ-score was the top method, especially with ALL data-
set showing 10 - 100 fold better p-values across the top
hundred classes. Altogether, these numerical results indi-
cate that the GSZ-score has an outstanding performance,
when compared to the other represented class scoring
functions.
We also monitored the biological performance of scoring
functions by looking how they reported relevant classes.
This evaluates the scoring functions for explorative bio-
logical comparison of sample groups. GSZ-score showed
best performance, reporting biologically relevant classes
with different signal types from ALL dataset. Other scoring
functions showed weaknesses, discussed in the back-
ground. From p53 dataset only GSZ-score reports four rel-
evant apoptosis related GO classes.
Biological analysis was also replicated against three widely
used gene set analysis packages: Gene Set Enrichment
Analysis, Gene Set Analysis and Signal Pathway. GSZ-
score clearly showed better performance in biological
explorative analysis also against these tools. We omitted
any detailed evaluation of p-value signal between the pro-
gram packages, since there is large number of variables
between packages making comparison difficult. However,
we point that GSZ-score, GSA and SP show strong p-val-
ues, whereas GSEA shows very weak signals.
It should be noted that we are excluding from the scoring
function evaluation all the other (critical) analysis steps,
and treat the functions in a consistent manner. This
potentially weakens the performance of modKS, for
which the original article [13] reported the need of sepa-
rate evaluation of the up-regulated and down-regulated
tail of the expression dataset. Also, the original work used
a correlation test for differential expression, and used a
different normalization with randomized data (for KS and
modKS). These were excluded, as our aim was to keep the
evaluation of the methods as constant as possible. Varying
also other analysis steps would make it difficult to inter-
pret what actually caused the differences in the results.
Furthermore, our biological analysis shows better per-
formance for modKS in our analysis pipeline than what is
observed in GSEA, indicating that our analysis pipeline
performs better.
Most earlier publications focus only on one of the two
potential null permutations. We propose a separate nor-
malization with row and column randomizations of a
dataset, and the selection of the less significant outcome
(normalized score value or p-value) as the result. This rep-
resents a pessimistic but also intuitive perspective, where
the more likely null model is allowed to explain the
observed results. As a drawback, the obtained p-value will
naturally be conservatively biased. Nevertheless, our per-
mutation evaluations show that GSZ is stable under row
randomizations (see supplementary text S1 [additional
file 1]). Also Efron and Tibshiriani [15] have proposed an
alternative way to combine two nulls.
There are some details that were observed to cause prob-
lems when comparing gene expression data with func-
tional classifications. These problems probably occur in
many other biological data comparisons as well. A dataset
should have a single, explicit representative for a single
gene/transcript. Several measurements strongly violate the
independence assumption, utilized by all the popular
methods that we are aware of. Therefore, one can obtain
seemingly highly significant GO class results when several
measurements are associated with a single false positive
gene. Similarly, it is unclear how to treat measurements
(probe sets) that are associated with many genes. Fortu-
nately, the current remapping projects (see for example
[22]) aim to solve these types of problems, and turn out
to be crucial for any gene expression data analysis. Fur-
thermore, we have observed that genes not linked to clas-
sification should be filtered from the analysis. These are
often classified as not belonging to the class, but such a
solution caused false positive signal amongst the very larg-
est classes of GO structure. We want to point out that our
ALL dataset has been preprocessed to take these details
into account.
Randomizations play critical role in analysis (see supple-
mentary text S1, [additional file 1]). Row randomizations
revealed substantial bias in some scoring functions (KS,
modKS, normal t-test) and slight bias in iGA. Even more
biased results were observed when doing the column ran-
domization. Especially the iGA showed a dramatic bias
here (largest -log10(p-value)>70). Note that iGA repre-
sents a variation of the standard threshold based hyperge-
ometric analysis, and these results suggest that one might
need similar column randomization also with those
methods [19]. Also some gene set analysis methods cur-
rently omit column randomization totally [7,11,14],
which might cause bias in their outcome.
The evaluation of gene set enrichment type analysis meth-
ods is a non-trivial task, and its problems are not usually
discussed. We can design testing with artificial data where
we know the positive and negative classes. However, the
relevance of different signal types is not known. With real
dataset we have an opposite problem: We have a true sig-
nal across different classes, but the actual classification to
positive and negative classes can be considered to be a
subjective and vague decision. Here, we have first used the
same methods that we are evaluating for the selection ofPage 22 of 27
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mal solution. Furthermore, we propose that it is reasona-
ble to perform the testing so that the threshold for the
positive class selection is allowed to vary. This enables the
testing with varying number of positive classes for moni-
toring consistently good performance. Also the definition
of the positive classes is varied. One can start with an
assumption that the results from the method itself, from a
similar dataset, represent the optimal solution that the
method is then allowed to predict (referred sometimes to
as concordance analysis. See similar work in [15]). The
use of two datasets would correspond to a real-life situa-
tion where one laboratory is trying to confirm the results
from another laboratory. Previous evaluation omits the
positive results from other methods, and therefore we
decided to repeat the analysis using results pooled from
several methods. These test situations would correspond
to a situation where the second lab is confirming results
from the first lab (with one method), by using many
methods in combination. A further improvement to the
presented analysis would be the testing with smaller sub-
sets of the original data, to potentially see further varia-
tions in the method performances.
Real data was evaluated even further by generating a 1000
row and column randomizations, and looking at the
actual p-values. We focused on the top 100-classes from
ALL dataset where GSZ-score clearly represented a larger
signal with 250 - 7100 times better signal for strongest
class, and consistently over ten times better p-values for
top ranks. Obtained results were further analyzed by look-
ing at the biologically positive classes. Analysis showed
that GSZ-score results show largest number of biologically
relevant classes among their top ranks. Scoring functions
were further compared using the pair-wise differences of
the GO-class p-values. These differences from ALL dataset
highlight a) classes where T-test fails due to the heteroge-
neous regulation, b) classes where iGA represents weak
signal although the class represents a clear regulation, c)
strongly regulated classes where modKS fails totally. P53
dataset gave also similar results. Overall, our work repre-
sents one of the most detailed evaluations of GO analysis
methods with artificial and real data, and we hope to
inspire the field to implement similar detailed and com-
prehensive evaluations in GO analysis method compari-
sons.
The combination of artificial and real data analysis
revealed some exciting insights. KS test had the third best
performance in the artificial datasets, but with real data it
showed the undisputedly weakest performance. This
seems to confirm the hypothesis that the signal area where
KS shows its best performance in artificial data (see fig. 1
and 2) is unimportant in the real datasets [7,13]. Also
modKS function showed very illogical behaviour with
ALL dataset, preferring classes with smaller average regula-
tion. Altogether, these results suggest that the use of KS
and modKS should probably be avoided in GO class anal-
ysis. We observed even stronger differences in program
package comparison. There GSEA package was indisputa-
bly the weakest program.
The introduced GSZ-score could be further improved.
One of its weaknesses is the requirement of the prior var-
iance k, which corrects for signal when the subset from
gene list is small. However, our artificial data evaluation
shows set of parameter values that represent equally opti-
mal performance (w1 = 0.1, 0.2 and w2 = 0.3, 0.5). These
are used to add prior variance to calculus. Similar method
is regularly used in gene expression data analysis and in
various areas of data mining (like Ridge Regression, bias-
variance tradeoff or addition of pseudo counts to the cal-
culus). Yet the performance could potentially be
improved with a more exact measure using an estimated
cumulative distribution (for more exact p-value) or Bayes
Factor. In addition, the performance might be easily
improved by using a larger number of score values from
the calculated GSZ-score profile, obtained over the gene
list, than just a single maximum value. A separate varia-
tion on this theme is the connection to max-mean statistic
[15], which was observed to correspond to GSZ-score
obtained when the threshold, selecting the analyzed sub-
set, is set to correspond zero in differential expression
scores (see supplementary text S2, [see additional file 2]).
The presented GSZ-score should be applicable also to
other relevant research topics, such as feature extraction.
In addition, the mathematical derivation of the GSZ-score
should provide an easy platform for further modifica-
tions.
Conclusion
With increasing demand of gene list data analysis for gene
expression, the introduced Gene Set Z-score function
should represent a significant addition to analyst's tool
palette. It represents a novel addition of signal-levels to
ranked list analysis and gives reliable results.
Methods
Estimates for the expected value and the variance of GSZ-
score
To calculate the estimates for the mean and variance, we
have to note that the analysis situation can be modelled
with a composition of two functions. The first one defines
the probability for the observed number of class members
in the analyzed subset. The second one defines the proba-
bility for obtaining the observed sum for the class mem-
bers. The exact analysis with Bayes factors or using exact
cumulative distribution to calculate p-values, would
require the definition of a complex distribution with
potentially too heavy calculations. Therefore, we prefer toPage 23 of 27
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and variance. Mean is simpler to derive from these two,
and it is also required in the variance estimate. Thus we
represent it here first. We start with the difference
Here pos refers to positive genes (class members) and neg
refers to negative (class non-members). We are dealing
here with a sum of N values S = ΣnXn selected from the
pool of X1, X2,..., XM values, which in turn is a subset of the
total dataset (with size of L genes with K positive genes).
The N = Npos is the number of positive genes included to
our data subset (with M = Nneg + Npos). When the subset is
randomly sampled from the total data pool, we do not
know the N beforehand, but it can be expected to follow
hypergeometric distribution, representing sample (with-
out replacement) of size M from the pool of L genes
including K genes classified as positive. Expected values
for both terms in the eq. (8) can be defined using condi-
tional probabilities
which is simply the probability weighted sum of expected
values, conditional on the number of class members in
the sum. Proof that the E(S|N = i) = iE(X) is shown in sup-
plementary text S1 [see additional file 1]. E(X) represents
the expected value, or mean, of the data subset X1, X2,...,
XM. Expected value for eq. 8 can be represented as:
So the expected value is a simple function of expected
value for hypergeometric distribution E(N), expected
value for the test scores in the analyzed subset E(X) and
the number of data points in the subset M. In practice we
replace the E(X) with empirical mean calculated from the
whole subset. This intuitive result is conditional on the
selected data subset (M), on the size of the whole data
pool (L) and on the number of positive genes in the whole
pool (K). Estimate of the variance is somewhat harder to
obtain. Here we start with the definition of variance for a
single summation (S) in eq. (8).
By fixing N we can express the expectation E(S2|N) as a
sum of variance and the squared expectation.
The first term in the latter equation represents the variance
of the sum of N values selected from the pool of X1, X2,..
XM values with variance D2(X) (which is again replaced by
empirical estimate obtained from the subset). Note that
D2(S) = 0, when N = 0, N = M or if Xi = Xj for all values of
i and j (resulting to D2(X) = 0). Derivation of D2(S|N),
used in eq. 12 is represented in the supplementary text S1
[see additional file 1]. Substituting eq. 12 to the eq. (11)
we get
This is simply an equation of the variance and the mean
of hypergeometric distribution (E(N), D2(N)), the mean
and the variance for the subset of the data (E(X), D2(X))
and the size of the data subset (M). The result stays same,
whether we monitor the variance of sum for the negative
or the positive data points. Equation is similar to the well
known equation for the variance of the sum of N copies
of identically independently distributed variables D2(Siid)
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by various draws of Xi not being independent.
The equation (13) represented the variance of the first
summation in the equation (12). For the whole variance
of the eq. (8), we have to multiply eq. (12) with squared
constant 22 = 4. Furthermore, we have to consider the var-
iance of the latter term ME(X). A closer look reveals that
this is simply a multiplication of two constants having no
variance at all, no matter what outcome we observe in our
test dataset.
Therefore it does not affect our variance estimate. So the
final score for a data subset analysis becomes:
In contrast to KS and modKS, when OGL is divided to two
subsets, our score gives a different score for upper and
lower subsets. Therefore, with eq. 14 it is required to con-
sider separately the lower and upper end of the list. We
took the largest absolute score from these two lists as the
final outcome. Another modification to our score func-
tion was made due to the observed instabilities with small
subset and class sizes. This is simply a prior variance k
added to the variance:
Note that similar procedure is regularly used with t-test in
the expression data analysis. Selection of the prior vari-
ance will be discussed in the results section.
Summary of the remaining Methods
The BioConductor package [23], probe remapping [22],
Robust Multi-array Average (RMA, [24]) and Intensity
Based Modified T-test (IBMT, [18]) were used in the gene
expression data analysis. Gene ID-Converter [25] and Pro-
tein Information Resource (PIR, [26]) were used in the
generation of GO dataset. The rest of the Methods are
shown in the supplementary text S1 [see additional file 1].
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Additional file 1
Supplementary text S1. This text shows in detail the stability of the GSZ-
score and competing methods with randomized data, as the threshold 
moves through the gene list. In addition, the stability of the methods is 
monitored as a function of the GO class size. Text also highlights the false 
positive signals seen with column randomizations. Furthermore, the per-
formance of the used normalization with randomized datasets is shown, 
and the normalized scores and the empirical p-values, obtained with row 
and column randomizations, are compared to each other. The text also 
represents the detailed comparison of pairwise differences in p-values for 
different scoring functions. In addition, most of the Methods are intro-
duced here. Mathematical supplement shows the derivation of E(S|N) 
and D2(S|N), required for the derivation of the GSZ-score.
Click here for file
[http://www.biomedcentral.com/content/supplementary/1471-
2105-10-307-S1.PDF]
Additional file 2
Supplementary text S2. This text represents a mathematical comparison 
of the GSZ-score with hypergeometric Z-score, with correlation between 
the differential expression scores and GO classification, with max-mean 
score (by Efron & Tibshiriani) and with Random Sets scoring function by 
Newton et al.
Click here for file
[http://www.biomedcentral.com/content/supplementary/1471-
2105-10-307-S2.PDF]
Additional file 3
Supplementary figure S1: Stability of the GSZ-score as the threshold 
goes through the gene list. Distribution of the GSZ-score values as the 
threshold is moved along the gene list. Subset is smallest at the left and 
largest (the whole gene list) at the right end of the plot. Results are calcu-
lated using all the 4511 GO classes from diabetes dataset with rand-
omized GO class matrix. Blue lines show seven percentiles (0, 5, 25, 50, 
75, 95, and 100) at each position. For comparison, the red line shows 
minimum and maximum scores from the non-randomized diabetes data-
set. Notice the good stability with the regularized GSZ-scores. Figure is 
discussed more in a more detail in the supplementary text S1 [see addi-
tional file 1].
Click here for file
[http://www.biomedcentral.com/content/supplementary/1471-
2105-10-307-S3.PDF]Page 25 of 27
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Additional file 4
Supplementary figure S2: Stability of KS and modKS as the threshold 
goes through the gene list. Behaviour of the KS test and the modKS test 
with the same randomized and positive dataset. Lines represent the same 
percentiles as in the supplementary figure S1 [see additional file 3] with 
the same colouring. Notice the biases between different threshold posi-
tions, especially when the results are compared with the earlier supplemen-
tary figure S1 [see additional file 3]. Notice also the less clear separation 
between the negative and the positive dataset for modKS in the lower fig-
ure.
Click here for file
[http://www.biomedcentral.com/content/supplementary/1471-
2105-10-307-S4.PDF]
Additional file 5
Supplementary figure S3: Performance comparison in case (i) with 
each split analyzed separately. Performance of the methods in each split 
in case i. Figure represents the AUC score for each evaluated method as 
the rank limit of the positive GO classes is increased. Note that AUC is 
calculated here using the whole evaluated GO class list, and it is the size 
of the used positive GO class set that varies. Methods represented are GSZ-
score: blue line with circles, t-test: green line with cross, KS test: red line 
with box, modKS test: cyan line with diamond, iGA: magenta line with x. 
Notice that although the signal levels vary between the replicates, the dif-
ferences between the methods are stable. GSZ-score and t-test show equal 
performance among the smallest ranks, whereas the GSZ-score is clearly 
the best among the larger ranks. Other methods show weaker signal. Fig-
ure is zoomed to the upper signal area so that most of the curve for the KS 
is left outside.
Click here for file
[http://www.biomedcentral.com/content/supplementary/1471-
2105-10-307-S5.PDF]
Additional file 6
Supplementary figure S4: Performance comparison in case (ii) with 
each split analyzed separately. Performance of methods in each split in 
the case ii. The figure represents the AUC score for each evaluated method 
as the rank limit of the positive GO classes is increased. Methods are col-
oured identically to the earlier figure. Here, GSZ-score and iGA show the 
best performance at very top ranks, with GSZ-score slightly surpassing 
iGA. Note that performance of t-test and modKS varies considerably 
across the replicates. After rank 20 GSZ-score is constantly best in all the 
replicates.
Click here for file
[http://www.biomedcentral.com/content/supplementary/1471-
2105-10-307-S6.PDF]
Additional file 7
Supplementary table S1: Top 100 GO classes reported by each scoring 
function from p53 dataset. This table presents 100 best scoring classes 
for each scoring function from p53 dataset. Table shows class rank, two 
combined empirical log-p-values, mean of expression values of GO class 
genes, mean of absolute expression values for GO class genes, class size 
and class name. In addition, we show four different empirical log-p-values 
and 7 percentiles (0, 5, 25, 50, 75, 95, 100) for the expression values of 
the class members. Empirical log-p-values are the ones used to calculate 
the combined log(p-value). Biologically relevant (positive) classes are 
shown in bold font and border cases are with underlined font. Results from 
each method is presented as a separate Excel worksheet. Furthermore, the 
first worksheet represents a summary of the results for each scoring func-
tion.
Click here for file
[http://www.biomedcentral.com/content/supplementary/1471-
2105-10-307-S7.XLS]
Additional file 8
Supplementary table S2: Top 100 GO classes reported by each scoring 
function from ALL dataset. This table presents 100 best scoring classes 
for each scoring function from ALL dataset. Columns are similar to the 
columns in supplementary table S1 [see additional file 7]. Again each 
method's results are on separate sheet and the first sheet represents the 
summary.
Click here for file
[http://www.biomedcentral.com/content/supplementary/1471-
2105-10-307-S8.XLS]
Additional file 9
Supplementary table S3: GO classes showing largest pair-wise differ-
ences from ALL dataset. This table presents 50 GO classes with the 
strongest combined log(p-value) differences in favour, as well as against 
the GSZ-score, in a pair-wise comparison with other scoring functions. 
Each comparison with each competing scoring function is on a separate 
sheet. Columns in the tables are identical with columns in tables supple-
mentary table S1 and S2 [see additional files 7 and 8].
Click here for file
[http://www.biomedcentral.com/content/supplementary/1471-
2105-10-307-S9.XLS]
Additional file 10
Supplementary table S4: GO classes showing largest pair-wise differ-
ences from p53 dataset. This table presents 50 GO classes with the 
strongest combined log(p-value) differences in favour, as well as against 
the GSZ-score, in a pair-wise comparison with other scoring functions. 
Each comparison with each competing scoring function is on a separate 
sheet. Columns in the tables are identical with earlier tables.
Click here for file
[http://www.biomedcentral.com/content/supplementary/1471-
2105-10-307-S10.XLS]
Additional file 11
Supplementary table S5: Top GO classes from GSZ-score and com-
pared program packages from ALL data. This table presents top classes 
obtained from GSA, SP, GSEA and GSZ-score. Summary of the results is 
on the first sheet. Separate sheets show each programs results with addi-
tional data. Furthermore, we represent two result sheets for scoring func-
tions with one sided test (GSA, GSEA). One presents the one sided test 
results and the other presents the combined results.
Click here for file
[http://www.biomedcentral.com/content/supplementary/1471-
2105-10-307-S11.XLS]
Additional file 12
Supplementary table S6: Top GO classes from GSZ-score and com-
pared program packages from p53 data. This table presents top classes 
obtained from GSA, SP, GSEA and GSZ-score. Summary of the results is 
on the first sheet. Separate sheets show each programs results with addi-
tional data. Furthermore, we represent two result sheets for scoring func-
tions with one sided test (GSA, GSEA). One presents the one sided test 
results and the other presents the combined results.
Click here for file
[http://www.biomedcentral.com/content/supplementary/1471-
2105-10-307-S12.XLS]Page 26 of 27
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